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Peace vigil resists nuke usage Emergency phones
by Teresa Perretrl
stall reporter

aid as crime deterrent

'

"Ain't going to study war no
more."

by Mike Mclntyre
stall reporter

Last night, in the quiet solitude of
the Union Oval, a small group of
people joined together with lighted
candles in a vigil for peace.

Students who find themselves in an
emergency situation will soon be able
to get immediate help at six locations
across campus simply by picking up a
phone.
Jean Yarnell, assistant director of
Public Safety, said there are currently two emergency phones on campus with four more being installed,
'hopefully" by next week.
"The phones will be a great aid to
Public Safety," Yarnell said. "There
are no dials. As soon as someone picks
up a phone it rings at Public Safety
and the dispatcher can identify the
area and send a unit immediately."
Yarnell said the cost of installation,
about $1,028.50 per phone, is being
covered by the student affairs area
and the cost of maintanance, about
$300 per month, would be provided by
Public Safety.
• "We've been wanting to do it (install the emergency phones) for years
but it has been difficult to get the
funding," Yarnell said. "The recent
cases of rape on campus have contributed to our getting the money."
Karen Washbush, vice president of
the Undergraduate Student Govern-

"Our purpose is to express our
concerns about the escalation of
the arms race and the apparent
movement of policies which will
bring peace," Pat Schnapp, English department teacher, said.
Wearing pins which symbolize
their frustration with the alarming
nuclear build- up, the group sang
songs to openly express feelings .
"I am very frustrated with what
is going on, this is the most comfortable way I know how to express
my feelings, " Craig Hergrt, who
holds a doctorate in English,
played his guitar for the vigil, said.
Forming a lighted circle, the
small group took turns voicing
opinions about what the world
would be like if a nuclear war
occurred.
"Hie readings and music will
refocus us on why we are here.
Minutes of silence in between will
remind us of what life will be like if
our efforts for peace are not successful." Schnapp said.

Vigil for peace

mwwph.iMosiurzo

People passing the University Union Oval at about seven-thirty last night may have heard singing, or maybe people
expressing their concerns about nuclear arms build-up. or perhaps they saw just a silent group illuminated by candlelight.
Julie Webb (above), junior public relations major, participated in the peace vigil which is just one part of Peace Week.
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Family refuses welfare, camps out in park
They also were cold and wet - but
proud.
The family, with nowhere else to go,
pitched a tent in a public park that
allows fishermen to set up shelters.
Just to make it legal, Grove tosses a
baitless fishing line into the lake every few hours.
"I've never been on welfare, and
I'm not about to be now," said Grove,

The notice on the emergency phone
promises criminal prosecution for
abuse or misuse of the emergency
phone.
Yarnell said the emergency phones
were chosen to be placed where Public Safety felt there were many problems.

by Larry Harris

"I have gratitude to these young
people. They are a small minority,
a rational minority. Good to have
some rationale in a crazy, crazy
world bent upon suicide," Riecnert
said.

CHICAGO (AP) - Bill Grove and his
wife and young son are broke, but
they woke up yesterday morning with
toe Idnd of view of Lake Michigan and
the city's magnificent skyline that
costs some of their neighbors $1,000 a
month.

THE NOTICE on the poles of the
emergency phones defines an emergency as "a situation which is life
threatening" or "observance of a
criminal act in progress."
Yarnell said she hopes pranksters
won't be a problem.
"I hope pranksters realize they are
endangering a person's life by picking
up the phone because they could keep
help from a real emergency," she
said. "It's just like a fire or any other
emergency situation."

BG charity efficient

While group numbers are small,
William Riecnert, professor of political science, said getting involved is the first step toward
positive action.

"As Holy Week comes to a close
it seems fitting that we say yes to
those who are committed to nonviolent ways of gaining peace," the
Rev. Mike Tremmel, St. Thomas
More University Parish, said.

ment, said USG supports the emergency phones.
"Dana Zito (head of the national,
state and community affairs committee for USG) did extensive research,
contacting other schools which have
the emergency phone system, and
everything was favorable," Washbush said.

25, who is out of work. While their 6by-6-foot canvas home has its drawbacks, he said, "This beats sitting
down there in the Department of
Human Services."
Grove, his wife, Barbara, and their
9-year-old son, Sid, lunched Tuesday
on tortillas and peanut butter. Supper
was a can of pork and beans.
"We were cold and starved last
night," Grove said, "but today looks
like a better story."

"People just come by, many of Side. Two nights before that, he said,
them won't even say their name or they stayed at a campground near
anything, and offer to help," Grove Kankakee and the Indiana border.

HE WAS referring to donations of
money and food and offers of apartments and jobs from people who read
about the family's plight in the Chicago Tribune.

IN ORDER to "go by the book,"
Grove was throwing nis line out where
trout and salmon are biting. No luck
though: fish do not usually bite on
empty nooks.

He said the family had received "a
few hundred dollars... and more
food than we can eat in a week - and
it's still coming."
"I never expected it. I didn't ask for
it. But I'm grateful," he said, adding
that his wife and son were looking
forward to spending Wednesday night
in "a cheap hotel where we can
shower and have a hot meal - the first
since Sunday."
For two days, the family had
camped just beyond the waves of
Montrose Harbor on the city's North

stall 'eporlei
lent job of fund-raismg for the departMany charity organizations are be- ments, schools and colleges," Jim
ing criticized for their inability to Hodge, director of development, said.
channel their funds efficiently toward "They are very well-run and orgatheir intended purpose. However, the nized."
Bowling Green State University HODGE SAID an important reason
Foundation, Inc., which handles all for the success of these programs is
donations to the University, has a 100 donations can be made for specific
percent efficiency rate.
areas such as the establishment of
According to the annual giving re- scholarships or equipment for a speport, recently published by the cific department.
Alumni Center, over $2 million were He added over 90 percent of the gifts
donated to the University in 1903 as a are specified to go to particular deresult of a number of programs spon- partments and distribution of the resored by the Alumni Association and maining money is left to the
various departments within the Uni- foundation's discretion.
versity.
The foundation was instigated in
In addition, over one-half million 1956 as a liaison between contributors
dollars were donated in gifts-in-kind and the University. It is a public taxsuch as art objects, land and equip- exempt charity governed by a 21ment.
member board of directors including
Although the Office of Development University President Paul Olscamp
and Alumni Affairs is responsible for and 20 University alumni.
the coordination of fund-raising pro- The foundation is responsible for
Bams, organizations such as the receiving and acknowledging gifts,
ess Club, Friends of the Library, and recording them. All gifts to any
Pro Musica and Senior Challenge are department or office on campus must
also essential in generating funds.
first be channeled through the Office
"Many of these areas do an excel- of Development and Alumni Affairs.

Until last week, the family stayed
with relatives. Grove said they moved
out when his brother-in-law became
ill.
"I called the Park District, and they
said as long as we were fishing and
weren't permanent, we could pitch
our tent/' he said.

Ohio Highway Patrol adopts new test

Eye movements to detect drunk drivers
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio High- Traffic Highway Safety Association
way Patrol has instructed officers to did a survey on the method, and they
begin using a new field test that found it 77 percent accurate," said
monitors eye movements to detect Randy Thatcher, an instructor at the
drunken drivers.
patrol academy who teaches the techThe patrol said the test, which also nique.
helps determine if a driver is using
"We haven't done any empirical
drugs, is called "horizontal gaze research, but it looks like our results
nystagmus" and measures involun- will be better than 77 percent," be
tary eye movements.
added. All of the state's 1,196 troopers
"A couple of years ago the National have been instructed in the test.

Horizontal gaze nystagmus is one
part of a three-step field sobriety test.
The other steps are a 30-second, oneleg stand and walking a straight line.
The nystagmus test involves a trooper
moving an object, usually a pen, in
front of the eyes of a suspect.
The trooper watches for three signs
in eye movement:
• Jerky pupil movement while following the object.

•the bottom lineFight lands
student in
county jail

Two University students were involved in an altercation Monday that
sent one student to the Wood County
Jail.
William P. Miller, a senior from
Cleveland, was charged with assault
yesterday and is being held on $7,000

fied sum of money to Miller, 23.
Police reports said Miller approached Slosser, 24, and asked him
for the money. When Slosser told
Miller he did not have it, Miller allegedly struck Slosser in the face causing
Slosser to suffer a broken nose.

According to police reports, William Slosser, senior computer science
major from Wiuard owea an unidenti-

"He asked for the money and I
didn't have it at the time,' Slosser
said.

• A fluttering of the pupil when it is
at the outside corner of an eye.
• A fluttering of the pupil midway
between the middle of the eye and the
outside corner.
The patrol began to use horizontal
gaze nystagmus after a five-year
study in 1981 showed it, the one-leg
stand and the straight walk as the
three best ways to recognize a
drunken driver.

v\
Do I hear fifty?
Mostly cloudy today with a
chance o( showers High near 50
Pain continuing tonight ana o low
ot35

bg news staff/Susan Cross

Eugene Adler, a graduate of Reich Auctioneering School in Mason City. Iowa, has
been a professional auctioneer for 28 years, and calling the Bowling Green bike
auctions for about ten years. Adler. of Rudolph, Ohio, auctioned off
approximately 53 bicycles, the largest bid of the afternoon was $150 and the
least amount spent on a bike was S2.50.
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—editorial— Proficiency testing a safeguard
Religious ed. debate
in Findlay unfounded

A recent lawsuit claims voluntary religious education
xxclasses are a violation of the separation of church and
state. But, the suit filed by a Findlay couple protesting the
classes, is unfounded because there is no question of constitutionality.
The suit claims the Findlay Board of Education, including
all its members as well as Superintendent of Schools C.W.
Manuel "actively promotes, encourages attendance, indirectly finances and uses its powers of compulsory attendance
to solicit participation in religious education classes."
It is difficult to understand how Lawrence Ford and Polly
Millet can believe the school board "encourages attendance"
when these classes are all voluntary. Religion classes are
held before or after the regular school day so students are not
required to participate in the classes and should feel no
pressure from classmates to attend.
In addition, these classes are run by the Findlay Weekday
Religious Education Council. They are not taught by public
employees, so the school board is in no way promoting the
classes and should not be accused of doing so.
The claim that the defendants in the lawsuit are indirectly
financing the religion classes also has little support. The only
financing by the school system is in maintenance of the
facility which is used day to day not only for the religion
classes but for regular class sessions as well.
It is doubtful children are going to put any added wear and
tear on a school building in one hour before or after school
each week than they would in the more than 30 regular school
hours the building is occupied.
No specific religion is being promoted in the school
curriculum. So, it is not a matter of pushing a particular
religion or philosophy on unsuspecting and impressionable
elementary students. Rather the classes are held in a
convenient building only for those students who wish to
attend, violating no issues of constitutionality.
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CIA droping tortillas
on Pedro's oyster bed
and1 «M.
said, "T^
"That1. ta
is how much yyou
a™
know about fishing. Every time an
oyster opens its mouth it emits a
noise, and then we've got him."
"Do you know what I think? I don't
believe you're looking for oysters at
all. I believe you're testing mines for
use in Nicaragua."
"You must be crazy. Why would an
oysterman want to mine Nicaragua?"
"Why would he want to mine the
Chesapeake?"
"I told you, it's the easiest way to
dredge. Jose and Pedro have large
families to support"
"What you re doing is illegal and
I'm going to report you to the authorities/'
"The authorities know what we're
doing."
"What authorities?"
"Suppose I told you the president of
the United States knows?''
"Then I would say you were crazy,
or he was crazy."
"You better get going or I'll dump
one of these mines on your boat."
"If you do 111 go to court and sue
you."
"We don't recognize the courts, and
don't write to your senators, because
we don't recognize them either. If
you're a loyal American who believes
in your country you'll forget you ever
saw me dropping mines off the side of
the boat"
Pedro came back on deck. "Senor,
Jose wants to know if we can come
topside to see what happens when a
boat hits one of our tortillas."
The skipper got red in the face. "I
told everyone to stay below decks
until we located an oyster bed."
Pedro grinned. "Excuse me, boss. I
forgot where we were."
The captain said to me. "I've got to
pull up anchor. Now get the hell out of
here. If I don't bring back any oysters
tonight the company will kill roe."

by Art Buchwald

I was out sailing on the Chesapeake
Bay last weekend when I saw a fellow
throwing a large round plastic ball
over the side of bis boat.
"Hey, what are you doing?" I
asked.
"Mining for oysters," be said.
"Why mines?'' I asked.
"It's easier to find them if you can
make a big explosion," be replied.
"Are you from the CIA?"
"Let's just say I'm an oysterman,
and let it go at that."
"Are you an overt oysterman or a
covert oysterman?"
"I'm a covert oysterman," he said.
"You don't think I'd be throwing
mines over the side if I was overt."
"Are those things explosive?" I
wanted to know.
"I hope so. How else are we going to
shake up the oysters?"
"But good heavens, man," I cried,
"some sailor could hit one with his
boat and be sunk."
"Well, we have to practice somewhere," he said. "Would you want us
to drag for oysters with duds?"
"No. But suppose you damaged a
foreign ship? There would be heU to
pay."
"We've informed all shipping nations we're mining for oysters in the
Chesapeake and they sail at their own
risk."
"But why the Chesapeake?"
"We might want to go after bigger
shellfish off the coast of Central
America, and we have to make sure
our mines work."
While we were talking, two Latin
Americans came on deck with plastic
packages, and one said, "Senor, here
are five more tortillas we assembled.
They will explode as soon as they hear
a sound."
"Oysters don't make any sound!" I
yelled.
The skipper said, "Jose, Pedro, go Art Buchwald is a columnist with the
below decks." Then he turned to me Los Angeles Press Syndicate
Wc Invite you to writ* letter* to the News addressing whatever
concerns you We want to print your point of view. Letters should be
typewritten or at least legibly printed, and signed. Limit your letter to 200
words. Because all letters mast be verified, please Include your address
and phone number where you can be reached during regular business
hours.
We would also like to print guest columns. The Issues may deal with
campus Issues and can be national or International In scope, but should
be made relative to the University community. Guest columns should not
sac—d 500 word*, and must be typewritten. Please Include your hometown, class standing (freshman, sophomore, graduate student, etc.) and
major.

by Shannon Markey
This is in response to the letter that
appeared in Friday's BG News concerning the use of the proficiency
system by our University English
Department. The letter criticized the
use and the necessity of the system. I
disagree and believe the system is
goodfor students.
The system is good, if not excellent, for a number of reasons. First, it
safeguards students from being
passed through English when they are
not ready to. English classes are only
one or one and one-half hours long.
This time period does not give a
teacher enough time to test the individual student's ability to write a
properly structured essay. When I
went through my English classes, I
saw people who had others pre-write
their in-class assignments for them
every time. Then they would simply
bring these to class and re-copy them
during the period. When students are
given the topic for the proficiency in
advance and then given plenty of time
to prepare, I think three hours is more
than enough time for a competent
student to write a 500 word essay.
The time factor itself is another
positive aspect of the system. The
students are given three hours in
which to write their proficiency. Students are faced with time restraints in
every test they take. If the test were

given like other classes at the University, the students would only be given
two hours in which to write their final
paper. So when the time factor is
viewed, the student seems at an obvious advantage. The only way
around this would be if all exams
were taken home, which is a pretty
ridiculous concept. The mere fact that
the proficiency is offered prior to
finals week is an additional plus given
to students because they have more
time to dedicate to studying for tbeir
other finals.
Still another good point of the
system is that the students' essays
are graded by three readers other
than their teacher. This gives students who have a passing grade at the
end of the semester, but do not get
along with their teachers, a chance to
have their paper graded by independent critics. The individual's teacher
does not have a chance to be biased in
grading the student's paper, although
this claim of bias is usually just an
excuse used by students when no bias
exists. Most teachers are professional
enough to not allow their personal
feelings interfere with their work.
Tne matter of grades is yet one
more selling point for the system. If a
student does not pass either of the
proficiencies, he or she will receive no
grade instead of an "F" in English
112. This does not go on record, nor
does it affect GPA early in a college

career when a student does not have a
lot of quality points to back him or her
up. A student in a lower English class
simply gets a "U" on an S/U basis
which does not affect his or her GPA
either. The other letter stated that
your grade should reflect your work
done while in class, which it does
since passing the proficiency does not
lower or raise your final grade.
The author cited that the system
only creates more work for the professors, readers of the exams and the
students. This reflects the basic nature of the problem facing our lower
educational system in this country.
Teachers often do not want to take the
time or hassle to make students learn
things properly. The students are
passed along year after year. Then
they find themselves at BGSU and
they can't write a properly structured
simple sentence, let alone write a 500
word essay. If this same type of
system were used on a national basis
in our high schools before diplomas
were issued, there would be no need to
even teach introductory writing at the
college level.

measured by quantitative measures
either, such as math. The only way to
rate a student is on a qualitative
basis. This is a subject that will probally be more valuable than any other
to students both before graduation (in
essay exams in other clases) and
afterwards (in their job search communications). The ability to express
yourself in writing is very important
because it is often the only contact
you may have with someone.

I, for one, think the University
and the English Department should
be commended for this system. It
forces the students to be able to write
before they receive a grade for the
class. It cuts the probability of a
student getting out of the class on
someone else's work to a minimum. I
am often appalled by the lack of
English skills that are portrayed by so
many of our so-called "high school
graduates." I know a lot of people
attending this place of "higher learning" who are lucky to spell their own
name right or utter a sentence without at least a double- or triple-negative in it, let alone write a properly
sentence. I believe this
People must remember that En- constructed
is a great one and it should
glish is a unique subject because it system
cannot be graded as easily as other definitely be kept in use.
subjects. A teacher cannot test your
knowlege by multiple choice or true
and false tests in English theme writ- Shannon Markey is a junior public
ing. This is a subject that can not be relations major from Fostoria, Ohio.

\y_among black voters

Jackson not the minority favorite
by Bola Adrilyi
"We are winning," "We shall win the
Democratic party presidential nomination!" says the charismatic black
leader, the Rev. Jesse Jackson from
the soapbox to his listeners, most of
whom are blacks. Is he really winning?" Or does the claim of "winning
the Democratic party's nominaUon"
stem from the hope that voters who
always Identify with winners would
vote for him? Rev. Jackson, at the
inception of his bid for the Democratic party presidential nomination,
said he would rely on votes from the
"Rainbow Coalition" of women and
all the minorities - blacks, Puerto
Ricans, Jews, and Mexicans - to win
him the race. Does anyone really
believe that the reverend can win the
party's nomination in view of his poor
showings so far among all the minorities, except blacks?
Rev. Jackson's followers argue that
because he inspires many individuals
to become more active in politics on
the local and national levels, he is
"winning." The followers, most of

whom are blacks, contend that by his
candidacy, Rev. Jackson has touched
off a "mass movement" of the black
people, a movement which has translated into victories for black mayoral
and legislative candidates in the recent past.
The Reverend's voter registration
strategy, his supporters contend,
uniquely exemplifies his success.
Many community organizations set
up registration drives in neighborhoods and churches, and after every
speech on the rostrum, Rev. Jackson
always urges his listeners to register,
an urge which the listeners heed in
large numbers. The followers consider this registration drive by the
Reverend as another form of ''winning the party's nomination."
Rev. Jackson's aides also argue
that the recent successes of blacks in
mayoral races in Chicago and Philadelphia result from the Reverend's
voter registration drive. They argue
that these successes have awakened a
political consciousness in the black
people as a result of which Rev.
Jackson "won" in the states of Illinois, New York and Pennsylvania

with 76 percent, 87 percent and 72 despite the fact that Rev. Jackson lost
percent of the black votes respec- in all the primaries so far, except
tively.
^^ Virginia, he still claims he is "winning." but such a claim constitutes a
However, despite his overwhelming subtle deception of the people, espeshowing among the black voters in cially the black voters. If eventually
Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania, the Reverend fails to win the nomiRev. Jackson came in third among nation, the already psyched-up black
three candidates winning only 3 per- voters might be discouraged and
cent of white votes in Illinois, 6 per- might not vote for the eventual nomicent in New York, and 4 percent in nee during the presidential elections,
Pennsylvania. Is that winning? In a situation that would be a disservice
order to be considered a very serious to the Democratic party. Such an
candidate, the Reverend needs to cut apathy by the black voters in Novemacross the racial barrier witliin the ber might make the Democratic party
next few weeks when primaries will lose the presidential election. In order
be held in Ohio, California and other to avoid such a situation in Novemstates on the west coast, by making ber, Rev. Jackson and his aides
the "Rainbow Coalition" work effectf- should inform the black voters now
that the Reverend has a very slim
velyforhtafc, >fc-, , ,* „„
chance of winning the party's nomiSome black leaders like Mayor Ar- nation, and that the voters should all
lington of Birmingham, AL, Mayor support the eventual nominee if the
Young of Detroit, Mi., and Mayor Democratic party wants to defeat the
Goode of Philadelphia, Pa., have seen incumbent (hiring the November
the futility in the claim that Rev. presidential elections.
Jackson could win the party's nomination, and these men have campaigned for the Reverend's Bola Adeniyi is a senior accounting
opponenets in the race. However, major at the University.

Nicaraguan problems
blamed on U.S, policy
I'd like to express my appreciation for
your April 13 editorial, which showed
a very positive attitude toward our
need to know more about the "global
community."
To illustrate the need, you chose
appropriate contemporary issues,
i.e., our sometimes troubled
relationship with West Germany and
our concern over situations in Central
America. In referring to the latter,
however, you made an assumption
about the people and the government
of Nicaragua which cannot be based
on knowledge or understanding of the
situation. I'm sure there isn't a government on earth that doesn't have
opponents among its own people, Nicaragua included, but your reference
to the "anguish of the Nicaraguan
people" and "the tormenting regime"
shows that you are unaware of the
fact that the current Nicaraguan regime was fought for by the Nicaraguan people, whose principle cause
for anguish at the moment is the kind
of treatment they get from OUR current regime.
My point, then, is to agree, clearly,
with your basic point: au Americans
need to know more about the rest of
the world, from study, travel and
thoughtful reflection.
Diana Pretzer
Deportment ol Romance Languages

'A pigeon is a bird
is a friend' to S.F.fJJ.B.
On behalf of the newly formed chapter of S.F.(T).B., (Students for (the)
Birds), I hope the energies and monies being directed toward the merciless slaughter of our dear feathered
friends of the sky, is being put to a

quick halt. What could ever possess
our campus bureaucracy to desire to
kill these poor innocents? Wasn't it
Tnaddeus Odelpheous who once said,
"A pigeon is a bird is a friend." Look
at the importance birds have played
in our history. The dove and its symbol of international peace, the carrier
pigeons that flew through the squalor
of war bearing messages of great
consequence. Lest we forget Sylves-

piear Views

ter and Tweety Bird, and the joy,
happiness and laughter these two
brought us on the Saturday morning
cartoons. Are we forgetting all this
due to the mere problem of bird
droppings on our window sills and the
threat of primitive disease?!!?
JaneE. Wearer
S.F.(T).B. PreaJdorrt
OCMB 5728

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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campus/local
Prank phone calls no laughing matter
by Ben Morrison
staff reporter
Having fun at college can Include
different things. But when the fun
involves making prank phone calls,
the consequences are anything but
funny.
According to Dean Gerkens, assistant director of Public Safety, "Nine
out of 10 times, the caller knows the
person he is calling or just dials a
number," adding "it's usually someone from the floor or a classroom."
Though there is no set time of year
for the calls, Gerkens said they
usually occur during the winter
months when "everyone's inside

first, according to Gerkens. "By keep- dures or both," Gerkens said.
The first time someone is charged
athe phone off the hook after the
has been made the line can be with harrassment, it is a misdemeatraced - even if the caller hangs up or nor punishable by six months in jail
rips the wires out of the wall,'' he and a $1,000 fine. However, all ensuing offenses are felonies, punishable
said.
While on the phone, Gerkens ad- by a two-year prison term and a $2,500
vises students to get as much information as possible. Things such as
background noise, specific quotes,
"What most students don't realize,"
sex ot the caller, voice recognition or Gerkens said, "is that if someone
anything specific about the caller can calls from your room and it gets
aid in apprehension.
traced, the owner of the room is
Once a person is caught, there are
responsible."
three routes of prosecution.
"The person could have to appear in
Gerkens said there are no statistics
Municipal Court for harrassment
available for the number of prank
charges, sent to Standards and Procephone calls at the University.

cooped up."
"There are three types of prank
phone calls," Gerkens said. "The
person either calls and hangs up,
doesn't answer (after 'hello') or talks
with some sexual connotation."
After a person files a complaint the
police send a complaint form, supC" td by GTE, and thepolice report to
GTE Midwestern Telephone Operations Nuisance Call Bureau in Bloomington, 111.
"If the phone calls persist," Gerkens said, "a tracer is put on the line
by GTE.'f
There is a way to catch the person
placing the prank phone calls without
going through the harrassment center

—dateline—

UAO liquer Making Workshop Ralph Gillespie, College Station bartender, will demonstrate how to make
Kahlua, Amaretto, Banana Liquer,
Irish Cream and Cream de Menthe.
The workshop will begin at 6 p.m. in
the Alumni Room. Union. Registration fee is $5 ana includes instructions, sampling and recipe booklet.
Open to all who are 21 years or older.

Thursday, April 19
Concert - The Intermedia Ensemble,
a program of computer-generated
tape, dance and visuals featuring Phil
Winsor and Debra Chang, will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free.

Peace Week Event - Jill Gates Smith
and Cheryl Barron, participants in
the Seneca Falls Peace Encampment,
will give a slide presentation on the
Seneca protests and show a video on
the peace encampment at Greenham
Commons, Eng. The discussion will
include the history, ideology and activities of the Seneca camp which is
located near a nuclear weapons pro-

duction facility. The event will begin
at 7:30 p.m. in the Town Room, Union.
Free and open to all.
The Day After - The highly acclaimed film about nuclear war in the
United States, "The Day After," will
be shown today at 4 p.m. in 111 South
Hall. Free and open to all.

Damaging fire equipment
means criminal charges
"if anyone tampered with any fire
equipment, that person was automatically expelled."
University President Paul Olscamp said he is not sure of the
current administration's treatment of the crime because he has
not had reason to look into it.

by Ben Morrison
staff reporter
While most college pranks are
resolved without complications,
tampering with fire alarms, smoke
detectors and fire extinguishers
will get a student into legal trouble.
Dean Gerkens, associate director of Public Safety, said, "It happens a lot because the students
think it's just a joke, but the consequences are real."
According to the Ohio Revised
Code, anyone inducing panic by
means of a fire alarm or destroying
a smoke detector or fire extinguisher can be fined and jailed.
The penalties are flexible depending on injuries sustained,
meaning the penalties are entirely
up to the judge's discretion. The
fines begin at $1,000 and the minimum jail term is six months.
"Under past University President Hollis Moore," Gerkens said,

TAMPERING WITH fire safety
equipment is a "trigger offense '
which enacts House BUl 5-11. When
the charge is filed, this bill takes
over ana the student is usually
suspended until a hearing can take
place before a representative of the
Board of Regents, who acts as a
hearing officer.
"A '5-11 hearing' is mandated by
law in the Ohio Revised Code and
cannot be stopped at any time - not
even if the charges are dropped,"
Gerkens said. ''These types of
cases have subpoena power to
guarantee a hearing in the next
seven to 11 days," he said.

516 E. WOOSTER

KJ 352-1504
8 FREE LIKE
W/ANY 16" (1) ITEM OR
MORE MYLES" PIZZA
DELIVERY ONLY

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "AN
A GENTLEMAN"
RACHEL WARD JEFF BRIDGES

AGAINST ALL ODDS
AT 7:30 & 9:45

@

Expires April 25,1984
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GiveaHousrful
of Rowers.

Student Recreation center
Youth Fun & Fitness Days
Summer 1984
coordinators Needed

(i

Charm someone this Easter
with the adorable Birdhouse
Bouquet from Teleflora. It's
a real, ail-wood keepsake
Birdhouse, silkscreened with
an original pastel design
and bursting with a fresh
spring bouquet. After the
ftowers are gone, it's perfect for small birds and
a colorful decoration
for the garden or patio.
So don't let time
fly by. lb send this
delightful gift anywhere in the country,
call or visit our shop.
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Send Teleffora's Birdhouse Bouquet
for Easter. Sunday April 22
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Dates to begin: June 18 - August 9
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serving you.

Volunteers needed
for

PEER ADVISING
the week of April 30th - May 4th

Applications available in
405 Student Services
Deadline:
Wed. April 25th

Klotz Flower Farm
906 Napoleon Rd.
End of South College Dr.
353-8381
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE

MOST

CON
E

.
EN

-• IION IN
'.' .

THEATRI
..

BANK I

•«RENA

• Gas heat, hot water and cook
inq included
(small monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenace
• In-house laundry centers.
Plenty ot storage are
Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next I
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Easter pets
tempt coeds
by Patty Bitter
assistant managing ecfilOf

Nothing is more appealing than fuzzy ducklings
and soft-faced bunnies in
EX store windows at Easrtime, tempting parents
to buy those "pets" for
their children.
But, according to Dawn
Crist, co-owner of The
Hutch Petshop, 1011 S.
Main St., Easter animals
appeal to University coeds
living in residence halls.
"Kids have been talking
their parents into buying
the bunnies for Easter, but
what's even more amusing
is when the college girls
come in and end up taking
a pet back to the dorms,
Crist said.
Easter bunnies can be
purchased this week at the
local pet stores for $5.99
and $6.99. The Hutch
Petshop is also selling
ducks for the Easter season.
"We usually advise rabbit owners to Keep the animals in a 15 gallon tank
while the bunnies are still
young, but I'm not sure

Prout 'living' positive
by Denlse Erwln
reporter

how students can keep
them in their rooms," Crist
said.
REGARDLESS OF the
appeal of the Easter bunnies, the furry critters are
not allowed in the residence halls, according to
Cara Hennessey, a McDonald East resident adviser.
Residence hall policy
prohibits students to have
anything but "aquarium"
animals such as fish in
their rooms. Students
caught with other animals
in their rooms have 24
hours to get rid of them. If
they do not comply, they
are subject to a fine,
according to Hennessey.
"I haven't had to deal
with any of the girls having
Easter bunnies yet, but I
did hear last year that one
RA had to have someone
get rid of their Easter
chicks," Hennessey, a junior elementary education
major, said.
"If I had to tell someone
to get rid of a bunny, it
would probably be as bad
as telling a little kid their is
no tooth fairy," she said.

•
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INEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

352-5620

328 S. MAIN

ATTENTION

1

•449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
•322 1/2 E. MERRY
• 602 2nd STREET
• 605 2nd STREET"
• 245 N. PROSPECT
•710 1/2 ELM
•228 S. COLLEGE
• 523 1/2 N. ENTERPRISEEFF.
•825 3rd STREET
1 Call today for an appointment
352-1165

Beth Burner, Prout hall
director said the staff's
purpose is to create an
atmosphere to promote
studying but also to build a
strong community. The
students help to enforce
the study atmosphere
themselves.
Quiet hours are enforced
in Prout from 8 p.m. - 10
a.m. Sunday through
Thursday and 1 a.m. - 10
a.m. Friday and Saturday.
Courtesy hours are expected to be followed at all
times.

There is no grade point
average requirement for
admission. However, an
application explaining why
the student wants to live in
the "living-leaming" environment must be completed to begin the
selection process for residing in Prout.
Students sometimes misunderstand Prout doesn't
have a GPA requirement,
according to Burner. It is
not meant to be solely a
study residence hall but to
provide an atmosphere for
students who are serious
about their education.
"I think, generally, the
people who live here are
more considerate of people
who want to study, but It's
not a study hall," Mark
Weitzel, sophomore management information systems major, said.
"The reputation Prout
has for being a study hall is
a myth because the people
who live here are as interested in socializing as students who live fri other
residence halls," Mark
Welfley, junior advertising
major, said. "However,
they understand the value
of study time and are considerate of it. I think my
GPA is higher because I
live with Prout residents."

SUMMER SPECIALS

1
1

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS

Although Prout Hall has
a reputation with most
University students as a
"living-learning" residence hall conducive to
study, Prout residents'
views are more diverse.
"People think it is a
study hall but it's no different than any other hall
except it's more convenient," Dave Toft, freshman management
information systems major, said. "The rooms are
bigger and the atmosphere
here is conducive to studying. I think my GPA is
higher than it would be if I
lived elsewhere because
it's quieter for studying
here.
Several Prout residents
agree it is quieter and
more convenient for studying, but they do more than
study.
"Our idea to 'Catch the
Prout Feeling' is that we
want people to be able to
study and still have fun,"
Karen Cajka, resident adviser and sophomore nursing major, said. "I think
Prout is one of the quieter
residence halls, but I think
it is the people here who
make Prout what it is. We

have a lot of energetic and
motivated people.
PROUT'S ATMOSPHERE promotes a community feeling because it
is the smallest residence
hall on campus and provides extensive intra-hall
programming including
educational, social and
community service activities according to Cajka.
"I've gotten to know
three times more people
here than I did living in
Batchelder," Karen
Krach, freshman education major, said. "My GPA
will be higher this semester too because I'm closer
to my classes and I don't
skip as many."

Sports Management and
Physical Education Majors!

Efficiencies
$150 month all utilities

1 Bedroom
$175 month all utilities paid

1
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Interested in leading fitness
programs at the Student
Recreation Center next year?
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2 Bedroom
$200 month plus gas & elec
(landlord pays water and sewage)

Meadowview Court
Complete Interest Form
at the SRC by April 27. 1984
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Congratulations
SENIORS!

Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green. OH

f*i

352-1193

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
We have more for less.
• New ownership - same great location
• Check us out and see the improvements
before you lease
• Talk to our present residents about
the 'NEW Campus Manor then sign fast
• We are filling up, on site Office (B-15)

OPEN DAILY
352-9302
BOWLING GREEN MERCHANTS
SALUTE BGSU SENIORS!

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
OFFERS YOU

with special senior discounts in
advertisements appearing
Wednesday April 25
Offer savings to all BGSU students, faculty and staff,
but congratulate seniors with an EXTRA discount with
their valid BGSU I.D. showing senior status.
Contact the BG News advertising offices at 372-2601 or see your accoun
representative soon!
•

$50.00 gift certificate
when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE,
AND TRASH PICKUP
• Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished
We<*days 9-5:00

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Evenings by Appt.
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Parents hold Career Day for children
County GOP hopefuls
attend local convention
by Eric Popp
reporter

by Of eg Thomas
reporter

Four Republican candidates are vying for the
opportunity to unseat
Wood County Commissioner John Ault, Democrat, in November's
general election.
The commission candidates and other GOP local,
state and national party
hopefuls spoke at the third
Wood County Republican
Convention held at Bowlins Green Senior High
School Saturday.
Candidates for county
commissioner in the Republican primary on May 8
are: Keith Lance, Bowling
Green; Milton Boxley, Rudolph; Gary Samples, Perrysburg; and Marilyn
Baker. Walbridge.
Leonard Stevens, Republican Wood County Commissioner, is also up for reelection in November, but
is uncontested for the GOP
nomimation.
The 1964 general election
offers Wood County Repub-

licans a chance to regain
control over the county
commissioners' office.
Ault is president of the
Wood County Commission,
a three-member board. His
Democratic counterpart,
Alvin Perkins, does not
face the voters for reelection until 1966. Stevens
is the lone Republican
presently serving as a
county commissioner.
WITH NEARLY 700 in
attendance, the Wood
County Republican Party
held a delegate preference
vote for 5th Congressional
District State Committeewoman. Sandra Barber,
Fulton County, beat Marian Mover, Huron County,
by a delegate vote of 191 to
109 in the nonbinding vote
representing the preference of county Republicans for the 5th District's
female representative to
the state's GOP central
committee.
Each party appoints one
committeeman and one
committeewoman from

each congressional district
to sit on the their state
central committees.
For the first time in 18
years. Wood County Probate Judge Glenn Parsons
is facing a challenge from
within his party for the
GOP nomination. Parsons
is up against challenger
Robert Pollex, assistant
Wood County prosecutor.
Candidates for sheriff,
county clerk and prosecutor are uncontested within
the Wood County Republican Party.
The keynote speaker for
the convention was U.S.
Rep. Bob McEwen ,R-6th
Dist. McEwen focused the
party's concerns for 1964 as
combating the Democratic
controlled U.S. House of
Representatives' liberal
spending practices.
McEwen said Republicans must focus on informing the public of the
Democrats' practice of demanding increased spending in Congress and then
blaming the GOP for
higher deficits.

Career Day is commonplace for high school students, but elementary
students are considered
too young to be interested.
However this is not the
case at Kenwwod Elementary School.
Thirty-five parents will

be at the school nert week
to talk about their Jobs and
how school helped them.
"It's a big thrill to the
kids because they like to
show off their parents,"
said Joyce Blinn, University reading specialist and
Kenwood Parent Teacher
Organization member in
charge of this event.
Blinn added that it is
important for parents to

get involved in school programs such as Career Day.
"The kids think school
must be important if the
parents do this," she said.

A wide variety of careers
will be discussed including
biology, chemistry, banking, law, auto repair,
coaching, nursing, teaching and others.
Each child will listen to

three speakers, two of
their choice and one which
is chosen for them to expose them to a career
''away from the traditional
sex role," Blinn said.

She added that the purrs for Career Day are
link school subjects
taken by the speakers to
their particular careers, to
give children a chance to

share their parents with
the school and to expose
the kids to careers they
might not have considered.
"They get to be on their
own," she said. "They
don't have to stay with
their classmates and can
ED where they're supposed
i go. You can see the
difference in them when
it's over."

Popular Culture: one of a kind program
by Janet Pavasko
reporter

Not many departments
at the University can be
called "the only one of its
kind in the country," but
the University's Popular
Culture Department has
that distinction.
The Popular Culture Department, with Its sixmember faculty, has been
the subject of many newspaper articles including
those appearing in the Wall
Street Journal, USA Today
and the Los Angeles
Times.

"There isn't a newspaper in the country that
hasn't done a story on us.
All three of the major networks have done reports
on our activities or nave
used us as consultants,"
Michael Marsden, popular
culture professor, said.
According to Marsden,
the popular culture center
started in 1967 and, in the
fall of 1973, it became an
official department.
The department consists
of a research center, the
headquarters of the Popular Culture Association
and the Bowling Green

Popular Press, located on
East Wooster Street, and
the Popular Culture Library located in the Jerome Library.
The Popular Culture Department, begun by Raymond Brown, chairman of
the department, is also the
headquarters of the Popular Culture Association
and the publishing arm for
popular culture textbooks.
ALTHOUGH the department is the only one in the
country, few students actually choose to major in the
field. However graduate
students can receive a de-

Sree in popular culture at
lorgan State University in
Baltimore, Md., even
though that university has
no established Popular
Culture Department,
Marsden said.
"Our mission is not to
increajt the number of
maim .n our department.
It tako. the uiiusual and
unique .'udent to major in
populai coltore," Marsden
said.
Most students are interested in learning vocational .-.kills instead of taking
liberal arts studies, such

as popular culture, he
added.
Although Marsden is
concerned with the attitude among University students concerning the
Popular Culture Department, he is more concerned with being
productive rather than defensive.
"We have the same standards of academics as any
other department on campus," Marsden said. "Our
courses are different because we believe that you
have to show culture in all
its forms."

The best has a taste all its own.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CUREll

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something
you have to strive tor In everything you do.
And when you 've done it, when you 've
found the best in yourself, taste it 1in the beer
you drink. Ask lor Bud Light!

■C's LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE
FACILITY 1
call tetiay

Glacier & All Weather Ski or Surf Glasses
limited time offer
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Now available by mall
with outstanding savings

99
not $20-70
Style Optics
P.O. Box 7376
Hollywood. FL 33081
BG-1
Name
Address
check

Please check style and quantity
$6.99 or 2 for $12.99
All Weather Ski or Surf
while
black
Uvendar

blue
pink
red
purpta ___

glacier

mon«y order

Alow 3 WMfel far dakvrry / Fl MfdmN add 5% I
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black

red

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A
Piedmont Apartment

SUMMER
818 7th St.
SPECIAL FEATURES
• 860 H It. per apartment
• 2 bedrooms • I 1/2 bains
• central Gas ad healing with
Individual apartment controls
• completely fumlehed
• UMBM psM, except for
electricity
• Laheped Mng-dcning area WHO
balcony

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE memborship
to health Spa
NEW TANNING
CENTER

$175/month

SUMMER

835 High St. 352-9378

707 6th St.

• butt-ln vanity In hatway
• knen closet
• fast recovery Gas water healing
• cable TV
• kitchen comes equipped with a • carpeted haas and Inside
Gas range, stainless steel sink entrances
• Gas-equipped laundry area
refrigerator, food waate disposal
avatable m each apartment
• extra large closets
butktng
• insulated window glass
• patio areas with Gas gries aval
• aMng glass doors to balcony
sola
for each rxatrJng
• twin beds In each bedroom
• waHo-wal carpeting
• sound conditioned interior

• hydro spa whirlpool
e indoor heated pool
• metros sauna
• sun lamps
e complete exercise
facilities s equipment
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The Indians have a new look
Editor's note: This Is the second story In a three-part
series on local Major League baseball teams.
CLEVELAND - Ever since Pat Corrales took over as
manager of the Cleveland Indians July 31 of last year, he
has gone to work in the trading market, and this season
only three players remain from the starting lineup because of those trades.
Three major trades since the end of last year produced
the new lineup.
It began with the Tribe sending pitcher Len Barker to
the Atlanta Braves for centerfielder Brett Butler, pitcher
Rick Behenna and infielder Brook Jacoby.
All three new members eventually earned a spot on the
Tribes' starting lineup, but Behenna has yet to pitch
because of a shoulder injury.
Next, the Tribe acquired second baseman Tony Bernazard from Seattle in exchange for Gorman Thomas and
Jack Perconte. Again, another new player earned a
starting position for the Tribe.
The Tribe picked up its fifth starter, acquiring outfielder Otis Nixon and pitcher George Frazier for Toby
Harrah.
Making all these trades Corrales got exactly what he
wanted - more speed and better defense.
"When I was in Philadelphia I had speed and power, but
all I have here is speed ana that is what I have to go with,"
Corrales said. "This is the youngest team I've ever had."
The team has an average age of 26, with five rookies
making the final squad. Two of the rookies, Jacoby and

•"n!rv<

Story by Steve Quinn
Photos by James Youll
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:
Indians' Brett Butler (above) is thrown out on a bunt attempt in last Sunday's game against the Baltimore Orioles. Later
the game ends as he is thrown out at home (top), attem'pting to score on a sacrifice fly. The Orioles won the game 6-5.

Due: Fri., April 20, 1984

Nixon, see action in the starting lineup. The speed
Corrales speaks of can be found both in the outfield and
infield. Nixon and Butler have provided more speed in the
outfield than last year's opening day lineup.
In the infield, Jacoby, Bernazard, Julio Franco, and Pat
Tabler all pose threats on the base paths. Bernazard
entered yesterday's game with nine stolen bases in 10
attempts and has a .423 batting average. Look for him to
continue stealing as long as he reaches base.
Corrales uses nis team's speed to bis advantage by stealing and bunting for hits and not
just sacrifices. After nine games the Indians
are one-for-six in bunting for hits. They
have also stolen 23 bases in 30 attempts,
with six of the thefts coming on third base
steals. They have yet to be thrown out at
the hot corner.
Besides the difference in personnel on
the field, Mike Hargrove sees other differences in the Indians over last season.
"As far as mental attitude there might not
be much of a difference, but the freshness is
there," Hargrove said. "Everybody wants to
play. They can't wait to get to the stadium.
"We have a lot of tools here, and if we get a couple of
breaks we can have some fun," he said. "Things could get
interesting. We have two or three people in the top 10 in
stolen bases and when a few other guys start getting on
base we will have more. People have just got to be
patient."
Hargrove is one of the players feeling the effects of the
trades. With Jacoby playing third, Co. rales had to find a
position for Tabler, who led the Tribe in hitting last year
with a .291 mark.
Corrales assigned last year's batting leader to firstbase, putting Hargrove out of a starting position. Hargrove has seen some spot action at first and started once.
"I certainly believe I should be starting every game,"
Hargrove said. "I still have a job to do. It's important to

have a strong bench. Otherwise. Joe Blow could come out
of the stands and play for you."
The veteran Is not the only person who believes the
Indians have a promising future.
Butler, who got moved from a contending team to a
team that finished in the basement over the last two
years, also sees bright spots for his new tean .
"If we can play consistent, we might be able to sunrise
me Ipeople, Butler said. "We could really be a thorn in
some
somebody's side if we can maintain a steady
pace.

"We're just like Rodney Dangerfield,"
Butler said. "What we need is a little
respect. We need the fans to support us. I
know for ire it helps a lot."
It's still too early to tell whether the
trades have helped, but past trading
history has come up bad news for the
Tribe, and good news for the team receiving the Indians. When they do aquire a top
player like Manny Trillo or Thomas, the
player decides that he does not want to stay in
Cleveland.
Despite the history, Corrales likes what he got this year.
"We got a stronger defense and more speed," Corralles
said. "That can save us a lot of runs. Take a team like
Baltimore. You can't afford to make errors and give them
four or five outs an inning. The rule book says a foam only
gets 27 outs in a game"
Strong fan support, more speed, and better defense
might not give the Indians everything they need. They
only have three healthy starters and an inconsistent
bullpen with Frazier already losing two games after
coming out of the bullpen.
When the rain outs and days off come to a minimum.
Corrales admitted he will have to go to five starters, and
will need help from the bullpen with two of his starters
(Bert Blyleven, and Behenna) coming off injuries.
Maybe Corrales will return to the trade market again.

Buff Apartments"

GET INVOLVED!

Student Court is now
accepting applications for '8485. Available at 405 Student
Services.

There Is no age limit when It comes to being a Cleveland Indians fan.
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Now renting for 1984-85

POTATO$3.95
SKINS

2 bdrm. furnished Apts.
Heat,$ewage,llfoter & Cable paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
'540.00 per semester per person

Entire Month
of April
The Best
Appetizers

with 4 people

in Town

Cil 352-7182

SUNDANCE

Mfa M - Afttr i M

352-1092

BGSU'S NEW PARTY PLACE!
ON THURSDAY NIGHT IS 1

(Button

3520564

13

1450 E. WOMtM

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
CHICKEN
Potato and
Salad Bar...$4.25
SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY!

BGSU COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
LET OS WORRY ABOUT
THE GAS & ELECTRIC
BILLS.

Show your valid BGSU I.D. for
FREE ADMISSION
25481 Route 25, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
874-2253

YOU PAY FOR
RENT ONLY!

BUTTONS

Buses Leaving
the Onion Oval
at 8:00, 8:45,
9:30, 10:15

5

z
< WOOSTER

Various locations available.
Call for an appointment to
see these apartments.

BGSU

352-5620

rm

328 S. M«iin

352-IK.1.
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Falcons down Findlay, 8-5
by Marc Delph
spais ediia

Bowline Green played a tune-up
game yesterday and Findlay College
was the guinea pig.
The game, originally scheduled to
be played in Findlay but moved to
Warren Steller Field due to an unplayable surface, was not actually as
close as the 8-5 final score showed.
Falcon coach Ed Platzer rotated in
players like line changes in hockey.
The substitutions were the fury of any
fan keeping score and the delight of
those who have not seen too much
action in BG's 13-16-1 season. In all, 17
fielders and five pitchers saw action.
"I wanted to see some pitchers who
weren't getting an opportunity to
pitch," Platzer said. "I wanted to see
if any of them can pitch some relief
this weekend. They've all been working hard and I wanted to give them
playing time."
THE VICTORY was a total team
effort as BG scored in five of their
eight innings while the Oilers piled
four in the fifth and one in the eighth.
With the scored knotted at 4-apiece
after six, BG scored three in the
seventh to put the game away.
Third baseman Larry Arndt led off
the seventh with a base on balls and
was later sent to third when substitute

left fielder Doug Newman singled to
center. Arndt scored when FC catcher
Mike Davis overthrew his shortstop
as Newman attempted to steal second

Arndt later sacrificed Engler across
home plate.
BG scored one more apiece in the
third off an Engler hit and another
Krugh RBI and in the fifth when
Engler was again singled home by
Arndt.

hasp

Designated hitter Dan Wharton
reached on an error by third baseman
Kris Alge and Falcon reserve second
baseman Vince Scarlatto later followed with a two-run double to left.
Platzer has been happy of late to
see bis Falcons hitting with consistency. BG is coming offa two-of-three
weekend against conference foe Ball
State. Before the turn around BG won
only one game in 10 outings.
The guys are starting to become
more confident at the plate," Platzer
said.
THE FALCONS scored one more
security run in the eighth when first
baseman Ken Ospelt singled home
catcher Rusty Krugh, who walked to
lead off the inning.
Reliever Rich Wiltrout earned his
first victory of the season while FC's
Pat Carey suffered the loss.
BG's first two batters scored in the
opening inning as starting second
baseman Jamie Reiser reached on an
error by Oiler shortstop Jamie Carrie
and FC starter Craig Rath walked
right fielder Greg Engler.
Krugh singled home Reiser and

Platzer said he feels the Falcons
are now primed to face league favorite Central Michigan at Mt. Pleasant
Michigan in a four-game series beginningtomorrow.
'They are leading the conference
right now and we have to play four at
their place," he said, "so that deflnately makes us the underdog. But I
think we're ready and the kids are
looking forward to playing in a hostile
environment like I near Central Michigan is."
Extra Innings: Arndt is leading BG
in almost every offensive category...His .352 average, 32 hits. 26
RBI's, five home runs and 52 total
bases are all tops...Krugh is second
with a .322 average and leads the
team in doubles with five...Junior cocaptain Reiser has three triples—Other co-captain Dave Oliverio is
batting at a .302 stint...Freshman
Todd Hall owns a 4-0 record and a
team high 31 strikeouts, but senior
teammate John Maroli has the best
ERA at 3.53.

photo/Joe Guido
Bowling Green second baseman Jamie Reiser turns a double play on Findlay College third baseman Kris Alge (sliding) in
yesterday's 8-5 victory over the Oilers at Warren Steller Field.
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Everyday $1.75 Special
■BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP

3

TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD
11a.m.-3p.m.

NOW RENTING

PECIAL OFFER
$4.00 plus tax
Complete Resume Package
• 25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon ©nly

fir
* Efficiencies
* 1 i 2 odrm units
available

325E.Woost»r

352-0717

HURRY!

Expires 4/30/84

r
Across (torn Taco B3H)
10% discount tor seniors showing validation card

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

cjofimtpfyi

SPECIAL 2 BDRM

APARTMENTS
1/2 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING & CABLE TV
2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished
Leasing for summer and fall
Rental Office:
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
** across from Harshman Dorm **
352-4671 (day)
352-1800 (evening)
ask for Tom

APTS

FOR
2 PERSONS

♦ SPECIAL RATES! Call us
for an appointment to see
these apartments.
352 5620

328 S. MAIN

Order your 1984 Yearbook now
and receive a FREE raffle ticket!
1* Prize:

2nd Prize:

3rd Prize:

13" Color Television
Donated by K- Mart
1111 S. Main

$100 Gift Certificate
From Finder"s Records
128 N. Main

Two $25 Gift Certificates
at Trade Winds
104 S. Main

352-1165

Pre Easter
Special
Thur - Fri - Sat
Entire Stock Wearing Apparel

20% off
(or more if marked)

the Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

SPIRITS A EDIBLES

Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m.
Nam*
Soc. Sec. No.

The 1984 KEY
Send to The KEY office, 310 Student Services and be
automatically entered In the Raffle.

[""] I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
•--1 (^arye the cost ($16.95) to my
account
Do not pay tor your book untf
you are bled by the Bursar

] I WON'T BE HERE
In September, 1985 Mel my
book to the address on the back
of this card and bi me $3.50.

Or atop by at The KEY or The BG News office, 106 U-Hall, to register.

• bg news/aprll 19 1984
DeBa Zata House (Oaa I Kamithanks ao muoh for your hoapaaaty m
Florida t kaM Sat You made ma feel
right M home You're the greatest!
Thanks. Pamela B

RIDES

Apr! '8. '»»«

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

ATTENTION STAR TREK FANS:
Be prepared to meet your maker
May 2. 1064

. Can leave Sat 21. after
hat) with gae Cal Pan

<Qey Student Union) wt> not
ml Thursday flwi Look to your
maaTjoxee tor further information

taster cards-suckers bees mugs-ceramie agga. oandtoa. etc.
Jeans N' Thavja 531 Ridge St
Open tonne II 8:00.

CHOC.

Theredey MM at 140 pm
In the Grand BeHroorr.

SERVICES OFFERED
ChokM (Oey MMI Unton) meeting
lomgnt M 8 30 n Rekgttus Ed Room
•I St Thomas Mora AI wstcoms to
sttsnd. Bring • friend Tha Cfoca ■
•(MM

newt TOU'RE PRE0NANT7
FREE TOT* AMD HELP
A1SOIUTELY CONFIOENT1AI!
HEARTBEAT
14147111
Teeter TyptnayWord Procsillaa
when queety counts
Nancy 352-0809

Criminal Juatlce Organisation
Candy Sato. Thursday. Apr* IMh
•ad Friday, April 20th In University

TUTOFtaNO
Basic Math - Algebra - Calculus
needing - Grammar — Cornpoemon
Cal 874-3349 after 8 pm.
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

WFOmunONAL MEETING ON
SUMUEH PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE Thuraday. April 19m. 5
8pm n 372 BA Evatyona welcome

Profaaatonal Typeig

VCTO omoar HacMsRa
Thura April 19. 9 am 4pm
Tacn Btdg See Balot Boa in Lac

353-8659 Evsnsvjs t waakanda
TVPMQ
Done to order. Plok-up • deevsry
service aval Cal 352-7801.

WOMEN FROM SENECA ...A PRE
SENTATION IV A REPRESENTATTVE FROM THE WOMEN'S PEACE
ENCAMPMENT IN SENECA FALLS.
NT WILL SE HELD TONIQHI AT
7: JOP.M. M THE TOWN ROOM. 3RD
FLOOR. UNION FREE. ALL WELCOME! A PEACE WEEK EVENT.

TYPING LOW RATES
neaumee niullsetonaeV typed
362-5787
l your typing naada prompt A proCa» 352-4017.
Summer LOFT STORAGE Service
Free toft pick-up and faf loft deavery
Vary laaetinahes retee Optional Die
manfang avaaabte 352-3836. manager. Preeton Qarefy Cal now for
■ituMiiaujn
Summer LOFT STORAGE Service
Free loft pick-up and M
loR dsl.iry Vary reasonable
flln. Optional dnmenteng
l a—ill 362-3836. manager
Preeton Gandy Cal now for
mformeson

LOST AND FOUND

ANOY PERLES A BtG "0"- YOU
KNOW WHAT?'?' YOU'RE OUR
FtNE-FEATHEREO FRfENDl TAOO.
BIFF. RANOI A LUCKSY
Anna! M KB
Three Baltimore bound A "Footloose lemateo all tunl "Lara hear
I tor ma boy" A tha batt ol "Car
Dancing " Thanks tor the laughs"
Love. Mary Jo

Found One red and blue striped
umbreea with brown wooden handle
Found on the third floor of University
Hal Cad between 5 30-8 00 PM
Phone 3720067
LOST:
GOLD DIGITAL
LADIES
WATCH F FOUND CALL 352
8144
FOUNO Set of keys on Mgh St Cal
352 8144 to Identity

Store wide Sevmgs
Athletic Shaoe and Sports'
FALCON HOUSE
140 E Weoater

Found 4/11/84 man's jacket near
McDonalds 372-0681.8—5

A LARGE
ONE ITEM
PIZZA

$1

00

OFF
A MEDIUM
ONE ITEM
PIZZA

Bra-Whet a weak! Feral the Mitch
Wataanan award a I IF C and then
■rather of the yeer tor Slg Ep. I
etweyi knew you were tentaatlc.
ConyMuaesKinit Lose. Ethel

Jon Congratulations on being voted
Ooktenrioart of the year A elected OH
president! I'm ao proud of you! Lotaa
Love-UKalh.

75* OFF
A SMALL
ONE ITEM
PIZZA

Lee bated lean pants. Rag 128 95
now $19 96 4 colors lee Gathered
Reg $27 95 now $19 95 4 colors
Levl cotton leans. Rag. $24.96 now
116 95. 3 colors

CmaillalHlaaa Karan Hales on
making
BQSU'a Pommerettes!
We're proud ol you: Your Alpha XI

LORA HElFRtCH—CONGRATS ON
YOUR ALPHA CHS-THETA CHI LAVAUERtNG TO RON I'M EXCITED
FOR YOU' LOVE. YOUR EaG MAUREEN

Ccrgrakaaaum Use Ramlar on your
KKG-SAE le.sAertng to your UC man
After M thees years'
Low, Your KKQ Sellers

Corvjrstulsoone to Doug Lutz lor
winning the speed lap for Sigma Nu'
Love. Sigma Nu White Rosee

Ceuuianjleitons la ■»» Thete CM
tfka Rao* Teem on It's 2nd piece
fMeh. Way to go Jffltbo, Rich. Chip,
Wad Ml, Ma, Cher, Man. Eric,
Oeaeasy, Radge and Oo Cto Juice

All Greek Review
Thuraday ntte si 1:00 pm
m the Orend BeMroom
RonGuntan* Lara Motmch
CongrerJatione on your Theta Cr»
AXO av. searing. We have been ax
pacing it! We are ao happy tor you 2
Loveya.CC.. P.K., J.O.. RS KM

COOQfMUaMlonBl K) CalTnNlvn nnwIeVnB
8 Maty Hat lor being named to
Mernettonal Whoa Who in Fratomtiae 1 Sorortasa Love, your ADPi
Satan.

SNEA congratutetea Mary Bumble
dara. Carolyn Banning and Jl Kaul
man on their newly elected state
poaatona We are proud of you.
Tha Haters of Alpha Deaa PI congrat
uMe Ann Wahi on being named
Outatanang Underdaeaman t Mary
Hit on being named Outetandwj
Santor.

Congraajtaaona to tha Brothers ol
Sigma Nu upon winrkng the 1984
Bka Race tree' we Love You'
The White Roses

TO SUPER SHY • JACKS
SUPER THURSDAY IS COMSN
AROUNO AGAIN, GET OUT YOUR
SUPER CHECKBOOK ANO DEN.
IT'S TIME FOR ANOTHER CASE
ANO IT WILL EC AT YOUR PLACE
NO ONE KNOWS HOW MANY
TIMES WEIL 00 AROUND THAT
SOARO, BEFORE THE FIRST TEAM
IS SUPER FLOORED. W THE CARD
SAYS YOU MUST SUPER KISS,
PLEASE DON'T SUPER MISS!
LOVE ALWAYS SUPER 2-1-1
P.S. DON'T EC SUPER SHY, JUST
BE SUPER SLY!

CaneaWuereoM Kasty Alert
On your angagemsnt to Scott' We
wlah you a ataame of love i happnaaa. Love. Your CM O akwara.
Comae t Debbie
Second I Elm tefl never be the same
whan we lour get together! Gat
exceed tor a WHO Senior Year' Love.
your rooneee SUPERMAN t "PKA"

Debbie Durbki A Jell Demutri
Congrats on your Sigma Phi Epeaon
Alpha Chi Omega srvaeertng You
didn't fool us. Jeff!
Love. Son. S Lisa

To the Phi Dels
Tha Alpha Gams you Questioned
could I be done? To help you reach
your goal of 2001? Whan I raaved or
ahsved we never frowned. We had a
Mast and thoaa harilaa ware downed
Party McGurve
P.S. Yea Jell. I'm tha person your
mother warned vou about

Debbie. I'm either earty or late but
always aeieerel I hope you had a
wonderful birthday yesterday1 I wtah
you could be with ma now!' You're
young, high strung and finely 21'
Against AlOdda
Love AJwavs. David

SENIORS

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPBES 4 3084

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

SENIOR CHALLENGE PLEDGE
CHECK YOUR O.C.M.B. OR CONTACT THE
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER FOR A PLEDGE CARD
(2-2701)

Heed 4 to sublease house for aummar, MSttno Close to campue. 204
J. aummfl. 3 bdrmt. IV, bathe,
. porch, now carpeting. Visit or cell
361*374.
2 F Rmmtee need apt 84-85 ach
f. Ctoaa to campus (non-smokers)
Cal 362-5542.

M. rmte. needed tor aummar and/or
84-86 yr. Ctoaa to campus
StOOImo Cal Brian at 352-3354
Mass Ftoommata. S1 OS/mo. 4 '..
i. own room. Cal Jack 352

NEED A SOUND
SYSTEM?
Cal 372-2343

tor Summer. Please call Elian tor
more mtorvaadon, 352-1605.

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
IN WOOD COUNTY
920 N Mam SI BG.
ConfidenhBI personal care
Special rales. BGSU students
Convenient App'ta 354-3540

BOSU MOM 4 0A0 SWEATSHIRTS
ARE BACK! Greet tor Mother 6
Father s Day gals or mat lo show
them that you care Order by catang
354-3187
Party Room For Rant
4-D'l Club
7tfl a*/MJ M"Jft
352-9378 after 5 352-7324
BrtOTrlOfl SOfftMOS \ CMH'
SendBaaoons
Tha rja*J«vnaTi 352-6061
House to ahare
M Graduate Student, turn laundry
Avaaabte May 1 and Sept 1.
SI7B.0tVmo mcl utt Cal 3525436 or 823-3406 alter 3:30
Houee lo ahare
M Graduate Student, turn laundry.
Avaaabte May 1 and Sept 1.
ttTS.OOrmo rd utl Cat 3525436 or 823 3405 after 3 30

WHArS THE PROBLEM
need a
sporty turmehed 1-parson apt tor
suwtmar I have the right one for
you1" Ctoaa to campus, 403 2nd 6
Ugh St
Cal P. C. 35*0130.
2 F. Roommate* needed lor aummar
rteaaonabls Rant Close to campue.
Cal Karen. 352-7265.

WANTED POOL MANAGER/UFEGUAROS. PembervUe Community
Pool Sand appacations to: Pambarvtle &xnmunayPool Corp.. PambarvBa. OH 43450

FOR SALE
Lose weight now, ask me how.
Carl after 3 p.m., 988-8676.
Royal Manuel lipewarWei OC 835.00
Call Tom 372*949.
USED TmCS FOR A COMPACT
CAR. EXCELLENT CONDITION
860 A BET. I72-2T98 MARIAN
harmorvkardoem 570. 50 watt per
channel stereo receiver 1 yr Ok)
very good cond Muat sell Cal Herb
81372-1741
COUCH A CHAIR
PPJCE NEGOTIABLE
CALL 364-1135
MEN'S QUARTZ WATCH
NEW
FROM ORIENT BEST OFFER
MELISSA, 352-7478
Engesh darts 1 accessories
Pur eel's B*e Shop
131 W Wooeter St 352-6264

HELP WANTED
Attention: Can! say you can't earn
enough money ttvs summer until you
check. Come see what society corp
can do for you. Interviews staring at
1:00. 2 00. 3:00 This opportunity
might torn your aummar around Summar ntemshlps avaaabte Muat have
transportation See you Wednesday
and Thuraday, Apr! 18th and 19th
Canal Rm I Student Union
Counselors
Camp Wayne, N.E.
Parma 6/22-8/22 On campus aitervawa arranged lor May 10th Man
cal Mtohaal peraon to parson cosect
at 616-599*582 and woman cal
Noel peraon lo peraon coeect at 516
889-3217
Specialties needed
Women-Tennis. WSI.
Naturecampwg. Guitar. Photo. BK. Ore
wing/Painting. Waterakl.
Canteen/Snack Bar Mgr Grp Ldrs
(2H) Man-Tanma, Aft. Sports. WSI.
Soccer. Roaar Hockey, Driver
a-aoriksHunal Company ha* summer
poataone avaaabte In Marketing. Sales
and Advertising Interviewing In Student Unton Canal Rm I a! 1:00.2:00.
3:00 Wednesday > Thuraday. April
18th « 19th

Wason GoU Ctube > Bag
ft 76 00

352-4809
1978 TRANS AM. E.ceU. cond. Rod
e.lerlor, black Interior, tow mlleaoa. CaB Rod at IBl-tlBB.
A-frame Loft $75
Couch $26
Cal Glen at 372-6222

FOR RENT
Apt tor suck) Aval tor Summer. 1
bdrm turn, v, oat horn campus
Price rvagotlapla Cal 372-3736
Mouse tor Rent 2 bdrme. $186/mo
Cal Luta 372-0121 One bk from
carnpua.
Now Renting Fat 1884
One A Two semester lessee
Futy turn
EtficrencieB. complete
w'cotor TV.. Cable, al uesesa paid
Quiet Atmosphere (285 (1 par).
(176 as (2 par.) 354-3182 12-4
weekdevs 352-1820 anytime
4 bdrm. Ml S. Prospect
Cal John Nowtove Real Estate.

154-22(0.

WANTED
/Female Rmmt needed tor aummar
and or 84-65 ach. yr. Free gas A
water « Rockiedoe Apt'a Cal Jennear at 352-9334

WANTED: Volunteera to partlctoate m
an eirperiment on the polygraph Wil
pay selected volunteers S3 for 1 hr.
ptua a chance to earn more. Please
Oat Mr. Mason after 6 pm 3524924 Males orvy pleeee

ALL I NEED IS A PLACE TO LIVENEXT FALL SEMESTER I DON'T
CARE WHERE OP. WITH WHO CALL
362*204.

Attention Quysl Houseboy I edad
ne<t yeer at the Alpha XI Dalle
Mouse: Call Annette II Interested
172*907.

■ A CAME* M BROADCAST
SALES FOR YOU? WFAL IS TAKBvO
APPLICATIONS FOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES NOW. APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 413 SOUTH HALL.
I7M1M

Sal Avon
For More Utormelion
Cal PhyBa. 3625833

CAMP COUNSELORS
OutatanrJng San and Trim Down
Camps Tame. Dance SawsMbca
WSI. Athletics. Nutrition Dwlehcs 20
ptua
Separate gats' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cceege Campuaea at Maes.
Perm . No Carokna. Call Sand re
sums MtohalB Friedman. Otfector.
947 Hevrtsn Or, No Woodmere.
NY. 11681, 618-374-0785

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMBER OF ARTS. STILL
AVAR.. FOR FAL L A SUASMER.
" 521 E. MERRY, NEAR OFFEN
HAUER TOWERS, 2 bdrmrt PERSONS.
••716-719 3RD ST. 1 BDRM.
'•HOCK LEDGE
MANOR-SOUTH
COLLEGE A Ml ST-2 BDRMS.
"(11 7th ST 2 BDRM.
••FORREST ARTS-SOUTH COLLEGE A NAPOLEON—2 BDRM
••318 E. Wooeter.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE 1(4-2210

Box office open
9:00-5:00

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BL

.

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

66
69
70

Abortion. Pregnancy Tests
Student Rales
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo (419) 265 7769

t Fm roommate needed lor aummar.
SSSOOVmo. Ctoaa to campue, cat
352-7170

Century Label > Tag Co has openmge aval. aeBng cuatom packaging
10 retaasrs Commisaion phis ben*
fes. S18-26K llrsl yeer earnings
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7529

GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAIL ABLE

Adults $5.00
Students $3.00

CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

65
67

IS IT TFtUE VOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR $44 THBOUOH THE US GOVERNMENT? OET THE FACTS TO
OAYI CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT.
1784

M nrante needed for aummar. own
bdrm. race furnished house 1 bk
from campus For Into cal Gary 3528384

S380 Weekly/Up Maang Cacufaral
No brjaaaaVquotaal Smcerely Inter
eated rush raoty envelope DMaion
Heedquartera. Bo« 464 CEV. Woodsuck. IL 60098

And they're both repre- I
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
I not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
(4/21 Matinee 3:00)

63

at- BREAKFAST
Ham. bacon, or sausage. 2 eggs
toeet and coffee - Mon.-Frl.
9 am - 1 pm. only with IMS ad.
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E. Woo star St.
Eupkee 4-27*4

M note, needed tor aummar Cal
Paul 372-1188
t Mature F noede 84-85 housing
Own room naoaaa Cal Pag after
8:00 (216) 2480382 or 3543167
Female rmte wanted lor Faa Sam
oray Rant a) S107 SO/month CM
Karan 354-1229

"NEW ENOLANO BOY8 CAMP"(Maaa.) Ctounaator Positions tor Program Specaatats Baeketbel. Cycling.
Tenrke. Canoeing. FHjhng. Kayaking.
SaaVig. WalerskJng. Windsurfing. Archery, Arta & Cratta. Computers
DranWMuaic. Electronics. Ham Radto. Ovarraght Camping. Video Taping Good Salaries Inquire Camp
Marv-Kae-Nac. 1BO Linden Avenue, atom Ridge. NJ 07028 Phone (2011429-8522

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM

52
57
56
50

We Htm Tha Loweet Airfare.
ToEuroeel
For Free Cater Brochure, Write To:
Ciaapai Tratsl Boa 11387 SL Louis,
Mo. 63106.

F rmte needed lor eummer to ahare
Perlneeer Mobs* Home StSO/mo.
own bdrm Cal Joy 372-5036

Government Joba
$16,558J50.553/yr. Now hiring. Your area.
Cal 1*05*67-6000 Ext. R-9649.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

ACROSS
1 Berlin subreel
B Hem in a
make-up kit
15 legislator
16 Putatn
containers
17 Ape
18 Nimbieness
10 Protuberences
20 Beings
21 "The
Is cast
22 Periodical ol
sect
26 Name tor a
lad m Baghdad
29 lily plan 1
30
Canals
31 South American
capital
33 Capture
35 Actor McDowell
30 Brooklyn end
London
41 Own
43 Title, m
MesKO
44
doeeitr
46 Fervor
47
relief
41 Deborah, from
Scotland
51 Night or light
pralls

Volunteers needed lor
PEER ADVISING
For the weak ol April 30
May 4 Ariptcations avaiebkn 405 Student Service.
I Wad. Apr! 25th

>'s now has Miller Lite
ail Tap. Dan, Happy Hour, and
Food Specials 5:00-7:00 pm 352-

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
TO MAKE YOUR

203 N. Main

Love. SW.

irjJMQQaM) JEW ARE

Carolyn * Sw* ConontuWIoria on
your angaoamant. Beet wanes
Bruce J Shefoy

With One or More Items

352-5166

Ham we eaaaal Tha Alpha Xl'a,
Alpha Slgs 1 Phi Deris have a show
lor you st the Greek Weak Review
Thuradayl Oat psyched evofyonel
The Alpha Xl'a

PERSONALS

LOST Gold bracelet on go* course
4113/84 Reward1" 372-1166

OFF

HAPPY HOURS at SAM B'S
5-7 pm I 10 pm-midntte
BWNO A FRKNEHI

CONGRATULATION*
aV»*f* Mowartny eMORaMM CfMtTy on

LOST a double strand gold bracelet
with a heart connecting the 2 strands
Waa apedaay made as a graduation
preeenl Reward Cal 372-1923

$2

VOLUNTEER FOR TRIATHLON
INFORMATION MEETING
APRIL IB. 9 PM
MEZZANINE RM AT SRC

Expert Typing
Cal 352 7305 after 8:30pm

Pra-Rag Naada You! Tha 1984 Sum
mar Pra-Raglatrabon Staff la now
accepting applcanons from thoaa
ntereated « volunteering the* time It
a i grant opportunity to men! tha naw
students and 10 davalop your interparaonal alula Each volunteer writ be
entitled to one meal lor each day
worked The year Pra-Rag runa from
July 9-Auguat 3 Tha appacatlona are
avaaaokt n 405 Sludant Services
Any queatlona cal 372-2843

00

ENORAVABLES
Paraonabed gifts catalog.
send SI 00 to Engrsve-A Sign lid
123 S Main St. FivJay. ONo
45840
We wl deduct H 00 from Ural ordar

< A Lag m Forum. I'H be watch-

ROOMMATE NEEDED
1 F lor 84-85 ach yr 4 bka off
campus, own bdrm Cal Kathy at 26148 or-6243.

Preoccupied
Cook's cooker
Smell portion
Bedtime etory
trio
Having Wood
deficiency: Var.
Devise
Apply naw
surface to
Coal miner
Locks
Christie forte

DOWN
1 "A
apple
P» "
2 Informal letter
3 City m Oklahoma
4 Prices
5 Northern
Minnesota laks
6 Tent Ham
7 Metric meesure
8 Utlle Things
Lot"
9 Good people
10 Shears
It Presidential
nickname
12 Seperalely
13 Fasten agem

14 Up to now
20 Concert hells
23 Germany'a "Oar
24 Scandinavians
» Moonshine
26 Sunday wear,
lor some
27 Colna.trom Capri
28 "
the Mood
tor Love"
32 Hop! material
34 City on me Wane
36 Twosome
37 Sketch
36 The Abommeble
Snowman
40 netativea
42 Polar explorer
45 Actor Temlrofl
48 Long step
50 Mutineers
52 Separated
53 Footleh blunder
54 Theater platform
55 War dubs
56 Owtrtbuted
60 French friend
61 Regretful one
tu Nimble
•4 Comparative
endings
•6 Brit medal
66 ARogera

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

H

H

H

II

II

II

It

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

II

«

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included •gas heat 'laundry
facilities 'drapes •carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool *sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

■
41
41 1

II

■

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

to omrrmm turn SM MI MIM

521 East Marry 2-Bdrm./4 person.
Near Ottenheuor lowers, tsoufperatowMfitester. TaTfieWit pty only
eghts. BuaVJIng In aaoaHent condition. John Maalcia Real Eetate,
154-2260.
3 bdrm houee. emit 6 people avalsolo tor aummar 8 lal Cloaa to
campus 353B491.B-6
Fum • 2 bdrm apt. tor aummar
$125 /mo. 258 S Coaege IB. 3533811 or 353-8086
Snath Boggs RentalHouses 1 Apt* lor '84-86 school
year 352-9457 between 12-4 or
362 681 7 attar 8
Summer Apartment
362 7758 after 7 pm
Fum. 2 bdrm sots A houses.
Summer rales avaeebte
352-7454 before 6 00 pm
t > 2 bdrm apta 4 houaaa S mo .
12 mo . 8 aummar knees. 352-7464
(between I 00 4 00pm I
Need Male Students toll house tor
summer ontyf Own bedroom-near
campus Phone 352-7385
Need Female Students to fl apta 4
houaaa lor school year 1884-85.
Phone 352-7386
830 N Summn-Apt #C. 2 bedroom
apt. lor 4 students S126 par parson/58200 a aamaetar plus electrical electric apt | 2 semester individual
leasee).
Housss-Rooma-Apts Summsr RentafeSpecai Rates 352 7365 Carry
Rentals
We sol have a variety of rentals
lor aummar & fal
Cal Titus Realty 352-6586

|fE

MCWLOVE MANAGEMENT
STILL HAVE APARTMENT
FOR THIS SUMMER A NEXT
FALL.A VARIETY THAT
WILL PLEASE EVERYONE.
CALL 152-5820 OR 952-1188

One Nock horn campus on ManviHe
— Leasing lor Bummer, top hell ol
house. S blaWlee.1, totally furnished, large kitchen, near refrigerator and utilities era paid. (676 for
the summer. CsH 3524504.
Ox* a fob. need to aubtet? 1 bdrm.
furnished apt. In a house. Anal In
May. All utilities Included In rent.
Onh; 1 block tram campus Greet
tor summer school. Call 1524604
before 5:30. 154-1(51 after 5:10 A
THURSTaN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conditioned, futy carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry lacWtee
Now laaaavj for aummar A lal
451 Thuraan Ave 352-5436
SUBM4ER/FALL RENTALS
ConveWenlly tocatod. Inly furnished. A.C. sots, now renting tor
Summer 1M4 and School Year
186445. Call 352-4864.
SUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Manor—(00 Third SL
one A two bedroom, furnished. AC.
apta. Excellent location. Reeeona
baa rates Cal 352-4844, balassa
4-10 p.m.
^^^_
FALL A SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-'i BLK TO CAMPUS
362-4671 day or 352 1800 eve
Two bedromm apartment In duplex
adjacent to Orfenhauer Tower avalable August 15 (400/mo and uttasa Cal 354-1753 or 352 3408
VEL-MANOR APT FOR SUMMER
Across Iron Hots Hal. across Iran
Rodgors Quad Clean, atr condi
aonad. quiet atmoaphare AccomodatJons for 2 or 4 people One two
bedroom left lor fal Cal 352-2858
2 bedroom nawty turraahed apta
Now renting tor 84 85 FREE sale
Me TV Cal 352 2863.
CofrdortaDle sleeping room for F.
dose to town A campus private
entrance Reasonable rales Summer
I or Fal. 352-1288 after 5.30.
Lowsr duplex, aummar A fal. upper
duplex, aummar A lal. 352-0838
1 bdrm apt ctoaa to campue 84-85

school year 1-287-334
Summer rentals 1 bdrm apts and 5
bdrm. house Close to carnpua. 1
287-3341.
Summer 5-Bdrm house 256 Crtm
Street 1-287-3341
MOUSE FOR RENTt «0 Maori*.
Molds up to I people
Cal 372-4140 or 172-4162
MSWEII TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;
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THIS
WEEK'S
CAMPUS
MOVIES
LENHART
Thurs. CLASSIC

CHAPLIN
FESTIVAL
8:00 p.m.
GISH THEATRE
Fri and Sat

MONTY
PYTHON
AND THE

HOLY GRAIll
8:00. 10:00, and MID |
210 Math-Science
1.50 w/ID

